
safetyREADY for faster and better 
implementations of Orale Argus Suite

We are domain experts in the areas of Clinical, Regulatory, 
Safety, and Compliance. We pride ourselves on our industry 
insight, our simplification approach and our pragmatic solutions. 
Our capabilities cover: industry leading networks, strategic and 
change management consulting, technology, and BPO. We are 
motivated by the success of our clients; improving outcomes, 
ensuring compliance and enabling growth.

TAKE Solutions’ Pharmacovigilance (PV) and Argus Safety 
experience is the outcome of decades of PV consulting 
experience and several years of successful Argus Safety suite 
implementations. We have developed safetyREADY suite of 
accelerators to implement Argus Safety, migration from legacy 
safety applications to Argus Safety, integrate Argus Safety with 
other life sciences applications, deploy Argus Safety on best-
in-class cloud infrastructure and provide on-going support for 
both application and infrastructure. TAKE Solutions’ customers 
include pharmas, bio-pharmas, medical devices and CRO 
companies across the world.

®



Our deep domain and technology 
expertise in the drug safety 
environment helps us to implement 
Argus Safety based on industry 
best practices and in compliance 
with latest regulatory guidelines. 
Based on this experience, we have 
built safetyREADY accelerators 
which benefits our clients with 
faster and better Argus Safety 
implementations. safetyREADY 
is an ideal solution for companies 
which want to get compliant with 
global safety regulations in a rapid 
manner.

“I would particularly like to commend the TAKE Solutions project leader for 
his thoughtful, quiet leadership that somehow brought all the right people 
together and led to a true understanding across disciplines. Also project 
members, for their very high level of expertise, excellent communications, and 
skill in leading the team to implement client requirements so smoothly.” 

Dr. Peg Fletcher, President, MedAssessment, Inc, 
Implemented Argus Safety with TAKE Solutions

TAKE Solutions’ experience 
with Oracle tools include 
multiple engagements 
with two of the top 5 
pharmaceutical companies 
in the world, along with 
numerous engagements with 
smaller companies throughout 
the world, ranging from 
implementation, hosting, 
application and infrastructure 
support to safety systems 
support and process 
outsourcing.
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safetyREADY™ Configurations

safetyREADY™  Migrate

safetyREADY Cloud:

It can be a very onerous task for 
a mid-tier pharma company to 
implement and maintain a drug 
safety system by themselves. 
Meeting the ever-changing 
regulatory requirements makes 
this task every more complex. As 
a typical implementation involves 
high cost items such as hardware, 
hosting infrastructure and 
software licenses, customer ends 
up in spending much more than 
what is needed. 

TAKE Solutions’ safetyREADY 
Cloud service offering is a robust 
solution for Oracle Argus suite 
through proven implementation, 
hosting and support approach. 
This is achieved at a highly 
affordable cost as the cloud 
infrastructure is shared amongst 
multiple customers of similar size. 
This offering includes:

    Security and segregation of 
data 

    Faster implementations using 
a pre-validated environment.

    Gold standard configurations 
that can be tailored to 
customer’s requirements 

    Robust scalable infrastructure 
that is deployed in best in 
class data centers that meets 
international quality standards

    Frequent upgrades of 
application and infrastructure 

    Compliance to regulatory 
guidelines (CSV, GAMP, 
21CFRPart11, etc.) 

    24x7x365 application and 
infrastructure support with 
SLA based delivery assurance



Benefits:

   Delivers market leading software on a securely hosted platform

   Configuration can either be tailored to fit the users‘ business 
processes or industry best practices

   No upfront hardware costs or licensing fees, rapid return on 
investment (ROI)

   No internal IT team needed to support and maintain the application

   Optimal Cost of Ownership through shared infrastructure

safetyREADY Migrate

Many customers are having challenges with managing safety 
processes on legacy safety applications or on Excel sheets. These 
applications pose difficulties for the organizations to remain regulatory 
compliant with the evolving safety regulations. Hence, it makes a 
lot of sense to migrate to Argus Safety, the best-of-the-breed PV 
application. 

TAKE Solutions’ safetyREADY migrate has prebuilt migration packages 
that enables rapid migrations from legacy applications as well as Excel 
sheets. It includes:

    Pre-built data mappings between Argus Safety and applications 
such as ARISg

    Data cleansing and migration programs that enable rapid 
migration of clean safety data into Argus Safety

    Configuration accelerators to amend the existing configurations

    Validation accelerators to meet GAMP standards and 21 CFR Part 
11 requirements

Benefits:

   Rapid Argus Safety implementation with data migration from the 
source system

   Designed and packaged for Life Sciences organizations currently 
using ARISg, Empirica Trace, AERS and home grown applications

safetyREADY Configurations

It is important to attain compliance and consistency in configuring 
Oracle Argus suite. TAKE Solutions has standardized the business & 
system configurations such as workflows, reporting rules, products, 
licenses, code-lists, user access management etc. based on industry 
standards 
and compliance requirements in the form of safetyREADY 
Configurations accelerators. TAKE Solutions also keeps updating these 
accelerators as and when regulatory requirements changes and Oracle 
releases new versions of Oracle Argus suite. This includes the latest 
regulatory changes such as E2B R3, eMDR, eVAERS etc. In addition, 
some of these accelerators are amended based on individual customer 
requirements. TAKE Solutions has developed program to automatically 
configure the Argus Safety application using the standard APIs of 
Oracle Argus suite.

“TAKE Solutions’ long-standing 
experience in the drug safety 
services space, aggressive 
investment in growth, and 
continued dedicated focus on 
the life science industry should 
help the company to remain a 
leading competitor in the drug 
safety services space for years 
to come.”

IDC Health Insights Report
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safetyREADY Integrations

Argus Safety application has a few critical integration touch points with 
other enterprise applications. TAKE Solutions has developed ready-to-
deploy integration touch points with these applications. These integration 
programs are built based on industry best practices and ensures achieving 
seamless integration with minimal effort. Here are some of these 
integrations:

   Gateway software for Electronic Submissions

   Clinical data management application for adverse event reconciliation 

   Quality management system for adverse events reported along with 
quality complaints 

   Thesaurus management repositories for medical coding and drug 
coding

   Mobile and web applications for reporting of adverse events

safetyREADY Mobility & Social Media

Timeliness and accuracy of adverse event reporting is critical to success 
of any organization’s  PV operations. These organizations are faced with 
challenges in terms of providing a dependable channel to report adverse 
events with all the four basic criteria of safety data covered i.e. patient, 
drug, event & reporter and without any delays. TAKE Solutions has 
designed a framework that enables the reporter to use a smart phone or 
brand website to report the adverse event accurately.  TAKE Solutions 
has also built a connector between these sources and Argus Safety so the 
reported data gets into Argus Safety in a validated form as a booked in 
case. 

®

About TAKE Solutions
TAKE Solutions delivers domain-intensive services in Life Sciences. In the fast-growing Life Sciences space, TAKE offers 
clients a unique combination of full-service Clinical, Regulatory and Safety services backed by unique technology 
expertise. Our range of services span from clinical trials to regulatory submissions to post-marketing safety, all backed by 
insights derived through proprietary industry networks forums. With a team of leading Life Sciences experts, best-in-class 
systems and processes, and bespoke, industry-specific technology and analytics, TAKE delivers successful outcomes for 
clients. Our global roster of clients includes large and small innovator biopharmaceutical companies as well as generics 
manufacturers. With operations spread across North America, Europe, Asia, and South America, TAKE is a Public 
Company, listed in India on the Bombay Stock Exchange and the National Stock Exchange. Led by a team of industry 
stalwarts and domain experts, TAKE has been growing steadily with FY18 revenues touching INR 15,872 Mn, (USD 246 Mn).
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